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ABSTRACT

It is well known that disability rates among the American elderly have declined over the past decades. The cause of this decline is less well established. In this paper, we test one important possible explanation—that the decline in disability occurred because of chronic disease prevention efforts among the elderly. For this purpose we analyze data from the National Long Term Care Survey and from the National Health and Interview Survey. Our findings suggest that primary prevention, as reflected in decreased disease prevalence, was not responsible for advances made in elderly functioning between 1980 and 2000. We found a broad decline in less severe forms of disability that is unlikely to have resulted from improved disease management. Instead, these measured improvements in functioning may reflect environmental, technological, and/or socioeconomic changes. Improvements in the more severe forms of disability were modest and were restricted to those suffering from particular illnesses, which make improved and/or more aggressive management a plausible explanation and one that might increase costs should the trend persist.
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1.0 Introduction

It has now become a widely-accepted finding, confirmed by review articles in the most prominent medical journals (Freedman, Martin, and Shoeni 2002), that American elderly are less likely to be disabled than they were two decades ago. This fact represents a sharp reversal from the consensus among researchers in the 1970s that disability rates among the elderly were rising. In this older research (for example, Gruenberg 1977), the impressive mortality declines of the 20th century represented a “failure of success” since it appeared that extra life years were spent by the elderly in a disabled state. The evidence over the last few decades has proven to be more in line with the contrary view, first articulated by Fries (1980) and known as “compression of morbidity.” Fries predicted that morbidity would decline at a faster rate than mortality and, as a result, U.S. elderly would experience a foreshortening of the time spent in a functionally impaired state.

One aspect of Fries’ theory that has not been borne out by the evidence is a predicted decline in the prevalence of chronic disease among American elderly. The data show a mixed trend. Desai et al. (1999) report that the leading causes of death in the U.S. over-65 population are heart disease, cancers, and strokes, all three of which have indeed declined in prevalence and associated mortality over the last decade. In contrast, asthma, hip fractures, arthritis, diabetes, and obesity, have become more prevalent. Other studies (Crimmins et al. 2000, Freedman and Martin 2000) found increases in reported rates of nearly all of the chronic medical conditions.

It has become clear that the decline in elderly disability rates is mostly accounted for by a decrease in its less severe forms. This assertion has received support from
studies that decomposed disability into so-called Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADLs) and Activities of Daily Living (ADLs). IADLs include everyday behaviors such as grocery shopping, managing money, and preparing meals and are considered a measure of moderate disability. The ADL measure, which encompasses more basic, mechanically-oriented activities, including dressing, eating, and bathing, is considered a gauge of more severe forms of functional impairment. Studies that employed this distinction found significant decreases in IADL disability (Spillman 2003, Freedman M S 2002, Working group 2002). The ADL measure has produced equivocal results. Some studies have shown modest decreases in ADL disability while others have shown increases (Manton vs. Crimmins). Analyses of the National Long Term Care Survey (NLTCS) dataset have shown a decline in the prevalence of “any ADL”, with an increase in the mean number of ADLs (Spillman 2003). Further analysis has also clarified the chronicity of functional improvements with greater declines observed during the 1990s in published studies of the 1980s and 1990s (working group, freedman 2002).

One area that remains to be elucidated is the role that disease prevention and management have played in improvements in elderly functioning. In particular, it is important to understand whether gains in functional status can be attributed to disease prevention or whether diseases have become less disabling. Freedman and Martin (2000) examined various chronic disabling conditions using the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) Supplement on Aging datasets from 1984 and 1994. They explored the impact of osteoporosis, broken hip, hypertension, stroke, cancer, diabetes, heart disease, arthritis, and obesity on functional status. Their findings included evidence of increases in prevalence among all conditions except hypertension. In addition, they found
statistically significant declines in the debilitating effects of osteoporosis, heart disease, and arthritis. Cancer was found to be more disabling in the latter year. They propose that declines in the debilitating effects of chronic illnesses help to explain the broad reduction in elderly disability. Using the same dataset, Crimmins and Saito (2000) compared ADL, IADL, and Nagi measures of disability. Nagi functions measure self-reported difficulty with physical tasks such as walking up stairs and are believed to indicate less severe functioning loss. In contrast to Freedman and Martin, Crimmins and Saito found that arthritis had become more debilitating in the context of ADL impairments. The only significant changes in functioning among chronically ill men represented increased functional impairment. Elderly men with diabetes, arthritis, stroke, and cataracts had more ADL disability in 1994 than in 1984. Women with arthritis, osteoporosis, hypertension, and hearing loss also had more ADL disability on average in the latter year. However, women with heart disease, stroke, cancer, arthritis, osteoporosis, hypertension, and/or glaucoma all had significantly less IADL and Nagi disability in 1994 than in 1984.

In this study we update these papers with data from the early 1980s through 1999. We use data from both the NLTCS and NHIS to estimate trends in the likelihood of disability given chronic illness among U.S. elderly and decompose the changes into the IADL and ADL categories of disability. Our study focuses on the role of arthritis, diabetes, hypertension, heart disease, stroke, overweight, and chronic obstructive lung disease (COPD). We estimate prevalence of chronic illness, prevalence of disability, and prevalence of disability given chronic illness. Whereas Freedman et al. and Crimmins et al. used regression analysis, we calculate estimates without making such stringent assumptions about functional form.
2.0 Background

There is broad literature looking at trends in disability in the American elderly population over the past two decades. Contributors to this literature have relied upon different surveys and different definitions of disability, but have consistently found declines, sometimes sharp and accelerating declines in disability among the elderly.

Manton, Corder, and Stallard (1997) use the 1982, ’84, ’89, and ‘94 National Long Term Care Surveys (NLTCS) to investigate trends in the prevalence of disability in the elderly population. Defining disability as an inability to perform an ADL/IADL without aid for at least 90 days, they find that the age-adjusted prevalence of disability for 1994 decreased by 3.6% from 1982 (from 24.9% to 21.3%). The authors compare the size of the set of people with disabilities with that which would have occurred without the apparent declines in disability. There were 0.54 million and 1.2 million fewer disabled in 1989 and 1994, respectively, than there would have been had the 1982 rates stayed fixed (Manton et al., 1993 and 1997). Manton and Gu (2001) update these results using the latest wave of the NLTCS. They confirm a continuing decline in disability among the elderly, especially among the oldest age groups.

Manton et al. also investigate the incidence of disability and the progression to increased forms of disability. They calculate the rates of being institutionalized from having 1-2 ADLs, 3-4 ADLs, 5-6 ADLs, or some number of IADLs exclusively in 1982 and 1984. Decline in disability accelerated from 0.27% per year from 1982 to ’89 to 0.34% from 1989 to 1994, with greater decline in older cohorts (Manton and Gu, 2001). The transition rates from 1982-1984 and from 1984-’89 were also improved (Manton, Corder, Stallard 1993). Manton (2003) and Pardes et al. (1999) attribute these recent
improvements in disability prevalence among the elderly to improvements in medical technology that enable seniors to delay both disability and death. They argue strongly that potential future medical breakthroughs (such as the treatment and prevention of senile dementia) hold the promise of further disability reductions for the elderly.

Freedman and Martin (1998) use the 1984 and 1993 Surveys of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) to investigate trends in disability prevalence. Their definition is of disability differs mildly from the one Manton and his colleagues use; they define it as difficulty seeing words in a newspaper, lifting and carrying 10 pounds, climbing stairs, or walking a quarter mile. The authors find that prevalence for difficulty in each category declined over the study period. Prevalence ranged from 15.3% (difficulty seeing words in a newspaper) to 25.8% (walking ¾ mile) in 1984 to 11.6% to 22.3% for the same categories in 1993, a relative improvement of between 0.9% and 2.3% across functions.

Crimmins, Saito, and Reynolds (1997) confirm net decreases in disability among the elderly from 1982 to 1993 despite intermediate fluctuations. They use the Longitudinal Study of Aging (LSOA) (1984, ’86, ’88, ’90) and the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) (1982 to ‘93) to track the prevalence of disability over time. They focus solely on the prevalence of disability in the 70+ population. Overall prevalence of disability in the NHIS (defined as inability to perform personal or routine care) in 1982 was 21.1% and in 1993 was 19.5%. In the LSOA, they find that the percent disabled (defined as an inability to perform an ADL without aid) in 1984, ’86, ’87, and ’90 was 18.8, 21.6, 21.3, and 20.5% respectively. Although no visually striking trend exists in the plotted data sets, statistical analysis reveals a slight decrease in disability in...
the pooled population (controlling for age and sex). These decreases are more likely in the activities of IADLs (routine care) as opposed to ADLs (personal care). Hazard models applied to this data reveal that rates of transition to disability and out of disability improved over time: incidence of disability decreased 16% from 1948-'86 to 1988-'90.

Using NHIS 1970, ‘80, and ‘90 data and an alternate definition of disability than the one we rely on in this paper (any limitation in usual activity over the past 12 months), Crimmins, Saito, and Ingegneri (1997) find fluctuations in long-term disability prevalence. Institutionalization rates have declined for most ages, but have stayed the same or increased above age 80. Long-term disability increased for the 60+ population from 1970 to 1980, but decreased from 1980 to 1990. For example, males aged 65-69 in 1970, 1980, and 1990 had disability rates of 37.84, 43.68, and 39.39% respectively, and for females the rates were 30, 36.2, and 30.56%. These prevalence figures are subject to assumptions made about the effects of question wording changes after 1982.

Crimmins, Saito, and Ingegneri (1997) also investigated the relative contributions to life expectancy of disability-free and disabled years. They use the NHIS definition of years of active life expectancy: the “years when an individual’s health does not affect ability to perform normal activities of life including both major and secondary activities.” At age 65, total life expectancy increased from 1970 to 1990. (Mortality declines from 1980 to 1990 was 1/3 of that from 1970 to 1980 for females and ¾ of that for males.) But the proportion of that increase that was due to disability free years was small. From 1970 to 1980, disability-free life expectancy did not increase, but there was a slight increase from 1980 to 1990. McKinlay et al. (1989) also find that disability-free life expectancy has decreased for newborns and middle-aged women from 1964 to 1985. These findings
do not entirely support the hypothesis by Fries (1980) that active-life span is increasing faster than total life span.

Freedman et al. (2004) represents the most comprehensive work on documenting disability trends in the elderly population. This report presents the summary view of a large group of distinguished researchers on elderly disability. The main goal of the Freedman et al. group was to comprehensively explore whether five different nationally representative data sets give the same answer about the direction and extent of disability trends. They also looked at how different definitions of disability led to different trend estimates. They summarize their conclusions as follows:

“Although the evidence was mixed for the 1980s and it is difficult to pinpoint when in the 1990s the decline began, during the mid- and late 1990s, the panel found consistent declines on the order of 1%-2.5% per year for two commonly used measures in the disability literature: difficulty with daily activities and help with daily activities. Mixed evidence was found for a third measure: the use of help or equipment with daily activities.”

As we note above, there has been one attempt to use statistical decompositions to measure the extent to which changes in chronic disease explain trends in elderly disability. Using National Health Interview Survey data from 1984 and 1994, Freedman and Martin (2000) find that upper and lower body limitations declined over that decade. Using these same data, Freedman and Martin find that, though the prevalence of many prominent chronic diseases rose over the same period, the prevalence of disability among those with chronic disease fell.†

† Freedman and Martin (2000) rely on linear regression-based methods to decompose rates of disability growth. The validity of these methods depend strongly on the validity of the linearity assumption, and on the low prevalence of jointly occurring chronic diseases.
3.0 Data and Methods

We analyzed data from the 1982, 1984, 1989, 1994, and 1999 waves of the NLTCS in combination with data from the same years of the NHIS. The NLTCS is a nationally representative longitudinal survey of civilians aged 65 and above that was designed to investigate the functional status of the over-65 population. The survey sample consists of approximately 20,000 respondents per survey year and is composed of living members of the longitudinal component plus the addition of people who have turned 65 since the previous wave was completed. The survey asks detailed questions that assess the respondents’ functional status as defined by ADLs and IADLs. The specific questions ask whether the respondent required help or used specialized equipment to perform each of the activities. A screener questionnaire administered to the full sample was used to identify the chronically disabled respondents, who subsequently received a second, detailed survey. The noninstitutional detailed questionnaire asked about the presence of a list of chronic diseases. Since the questions regarding health status were not found on the screener questionnaire administered to the full sample, we were unable to estimate the likelihood of disability associated with chronic illness from the NLTCS alone and were obliged to use NHIS data as well. We defined three disability categories: (1) one or more IADL or ADL impairment; (2) one or more IADL impairment only (no ADL impairments) (3) one or more ADL impairment. The NLTCS questions remained unchanged across the time period we studied.

The NHIS is a cross-sectional survey that contains information on the health of a nationally representative sample of the U.S. noninstitutionalized population. Though the list of medical conditions in the NHIS is extensive, any given participant is only asked a
subset of the total questions drawn from one of six randomly assigned questionnaires. Each of the six questionnaires is tailored towards a particular organ-system (e.g. musculoskeletal and cardiovascular). The exception among the conditions considered was overweight, which we calculated directly from weight and height measurements conducted on all survey respondents. As a result, the sample size for the overweight variable is six times that of the other conditions under consideration. Sample weights were adjusted accordingly. The survey was redesigned in 1982 and 1997 to the extent that internally consistent estimates of morbidity can be constructed between these years. To best approximate the 1999 disease prevalence, we age-standardized 1996 NHIS data to the 1999 Census, on the assumption that the disease prevalence did not change significantly between 1996 and 1999 for any given age.

We investigated a set of chronic medical conditions that are prevalent among the elderly and are commonly associated with impaired functional status (Freedman and Martin 2000; Miller RR 2004). They include arthritis, diabetes, hypertension, stroke, heart disease, overweight, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). COPD is a syndrome characterized by airflow obstruction due to emphysema or chronic bronchitis. Being overweight is defined as having a body mass index greater than or equal to 25.

The NHIS dataset before the 1997 redesign contained only general assessments of disability and thus did not allow for detailed assessment of functional impairment. The NLTCS, in contrast, is particularly well suited for sophisticated evaluation of disability. However, the NLTCS alone was not sufficient for our analysis due to the fact that the screener questionnaire did not include health status questions.
We addressed this problem by combining the two datasets using Bayes’ rule. We calculated the probability of being functionally disabled given the presence of each chronic illness, say \( C \), using a formula with three terms: the probability of having the illness given disability (\( D \)), the probability of being disabled (the population disability prevalence), and the probability of having the illness (the population disease prevalence). Bayes’ rule implies:

\[
P[D | C] = \frac{P[C | D] P[D]}{P[C]} \tag{1}
\]

The term on the left is our desired result, the prevalence of disability among individuals suffering from condition \( C \). For any given year and medical condition, the two terms in the numerator on the right are easily calculated from the NLTCS dataset. The term in the denominator is estimated from NHIS data.

Estimates were calculated with sample weights to adjust for complex survey design and age-standardized to the 1999 Census. The NLTCS public use files contained neither clustering nor stratification variables which precluded the estimation of standard errors accurately corrected for survey design. Spillman (2002) showed that the survey design effect was largest in 1984 when it was equal to 1.4. We applied this conservative design effect estimate to our calculated standard errors to account for the complex survey design of the NLTCS. We also age-standardized to the 1999 Census to control for changes in the age-composition of the population.

4.0 Decomposing Disability Trends
In this section, we briefly describe our decomposition of disability trends into two parts—that attributable to changes in the prevalence of chronic disease, and that attributable to changes in the prevalence of disability among those with chronic disease. Our aim is to determine the extent to which age-specific trends in disability can be explained by observed trends in chronic health. Let $D_t$ be a dummy variable indicating disability and let $C_t$ be a dummy indicating chronic illness at time $t$. A basic law of probability allows us to decompose the probability (or equivalently, prevalence) of disability into one part attributable to the chronically ill population, and another part attributable to the non-chronically ill population:

$$P[D_t] = P[D_t | C_t = 1]P[C_t = 1] + \{\text{part attributable to non-chronically ill pop.}\}$$

(2)

Using equation (2), we can write the change in disability prevalence between $t-1$ and $t$, $\Delta P[D_t]$, as follows:

$$\Delta P[D_t] = \Delta P[D_t | C_t = 1]P[C_t = 1] + P[D_t | C_t = 1] \Delta P[C_t = 1]$$

$$+ \{\text{change attributable to non-chronically ill pop.}\}$$

(3)

Each term in (2) contributes two terms to (3): a term that reflects the change due to a change in the prevalence of chronic conditions, and a term that reflects the change due to a change in the probability of disability among those with chronic conditions. In Appendix A, we extend this framework to account for changes in multiple chronic conditions.
5.0 Results

The prevalence of chronic disability among the noninstitutional U.S. elderly declined between 1982 and 1999 (see Table 1). The prevalence of IADL disability diminished by 45%, whereas ADL disability declined by 9%.

The age-adjusted prevalence of selected diseases over the same period is displayed in Figure 1. Between 1982 and 1999, the condition with the largest change (of the set we examined) was overweight, which increased by 10.4 percentage points. The prevalence of arthritis declined by 3.0 percentage points; the prevalence of heart disease declined by 2.6 percentage points; and the prevalence of hypertension declined by 3.3 percentage points. There were also small increases in the prevalence of stroke, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and a 1.1 percentage point increase in the prevalence of diabetes.

Figures 2-4 shows trends in the (age-adjusted) prevalence of disability among elderly individuals with a chronic disease. Each figure corresponds to a different definition of disability. Figure 2 shows trends in the prevalence of individuals with either an ADL or an IADL disability. Figure 3 shows trends in IADL disability, and Figure 4 shows trends in ADL disability. Table 2 summarizes these figures by showing percentage point changes between 1982 and 1999 in disability prevalence among the chronically ill.

Figure 2 shows that Arthritis, overweight, and heart disease were associated with statistically significant changes in the likelihood of being disabled between 1982 and 1999. Among respondents who suffered from arthritis there was a 19% (5.8 percentage
point) drop in the likelihood of functional impairment during the 1990s after a decade with no change. Overweight elderly were 30% less likely to be disabled in 1999 than they were in 1982. The disabiling effect of heart disease remained unchanged during the 1980s, subsequently dropping by 24% during the 1990s. Diabetes and stroke-associated disability prevalence ended the period essentially unchanged. Point estimates for COPD- and hypertension-associated disability rates dropped 28% and 10% respectively between 1982 and 1999 with the bulk of the change taking place between 1989 and 1999, though neither change was statistically significant.

Figures 3 and 4 show trends in IADL-only and ADL disability. In general, IADL disability declined more sharply than ADL disability between 1982 and 1999. Arthritis, hypertension, COPD, overweight, and heart disease were associated with substantial declines in IADL disability (p<.01). In all cases, the decline approached 50% and was greater during the 1990s than during the 1980s. Point estimates of the disabiling effect of diabetes declined 25% but the change was not statistically significant. In contrast, stroke sufferers experienced no significant change in IADL impairment. Among the seven conditions evaluated, only overweight was associated with a statistically significant decline (p<.05) in ADL disability between 1982 and 1999, a decrease of about 20%. The probability of ADL disability dropped about 20% (p<.10) among respondents with heart disease during the 1990s. Point estimates for arthritis and COPD-associated ADL disability declined 12% and 18% respectively during the 1990s, though the changes were not statistically significant.

Finally, Table 3 shows the results from our disability decomposition. The first three columns show the portion of disability trends that is attributable to changes in the
prevalence of each chronic condition—$P[D_i | C_i = 1] \Delta P[C_i = 1]$. The second three columns show the portion of disability trends that is attributable to changes in the prevalence of disability among those with each chronic conditions—

$\Delta P[D_i | C_i = 1] P[C_i = 1]$. It is clear from this table that the well-known decline in disability prevalence masks important increases in disability caused by increasing prevalence of chronic disease, especially in overweight and diabetes. Absent any other changes, prevalence trends in these chronic conditions alone would have increased disability rates by over 200 cases per 10,000 elderly individuals between 1982 and 1999. The modest prevalence declines in arthritis, heart disease, and hypertension are responsible for a decrease in about 264 disability cases per 10,000 population over the same period. Stroke and COPD prevalence also rose modestly, accounting for an increase of 27 cases per 10,000 population.

By contrast, the prevalence of disability among those with a chronic illness declined sharply for every disease we examined, except stroke. The biggest declines were due to declining disability among elderly patients with arthritis (290 cases per 10,000), heart disease (176.8 cases per 10,000), and overweight (179 cases per 10,000). To some extent, these number overstate the true decline because of double counting—a substantial number of people were both overweight and had heart disease. Nevertheless, this table suggests substantial declines in disability prevalence among the chronically ill. In nearly every case, though, declines were sharpest in the prevalence of milder IADL-type disabilities, rather than in ADL-type disabilities.

6.0 Discussion
We did not find evidence of a downward trend in disease prevalence that could be used to justify the broad decline in elderly disability rates that occurred between 1980 and 2000. Moderate declines in self-reported heart disease and hypertension took place between 1984 and 1999, which probably reflect increasingly aggressive treatment of heart disease risk factors such as hypertension and dyslipidemia over the last two decades (Fries, Cutler). A substantial increase in the prevalence of overweight was observed over this time period, a well-established and troubling trend that is likely to oppose reductions in chronic illness and disability rates in the future. Earlier detection of illness, which has been proposed as an explanation for declines in measured morbidity-associated disability rates, would result in greater disease prevalence estimates, all other things being equal, and could therefore have masked declines in elderly disease burden.

Measured disability did in fact decline between 1982 and 1999 among the U.S. over-65 population and our estimates corroborate the findings of other investigators which imply that IADL disability improvements were the main source of advancements in elderly functioning. More severe functional impairment, as measured by ADLs, improved only modestly. Other studies of the same time period have encountered no improvement in ADL disability or even a moderate increase. As mentioned previously, the average number of ADLs actually increased (Spillman, 2003). Furthermore, according to our evidence, an acceleration of elderly functional improvement took place during the 1990s as compared to the 1980s.

Trends in the disabling effects of individual chronic illnesses differed for the two categories of disability measurement. Chronic disease-associated IADL disability declined broadly for nearly all diseases and the magnitude of the drop was comparable in
all cases – between 40 and 60%. Several theories that have been proposed to explain reductions in disability prevalence are commensurate with a broad IADL disability decline. Spillman (2003) suggested that observed IADL improvements might reflect changes in the environment that would make such tasks as managing money and grocery shopping easier regardless of disability status, a theory that aligns well with our results. Internet shopping, amplifying devices for phones, and street ramps are examples of changes in the environment that could result in increased facility with IADL tasks. The changing socioeconomic composition has also been employed as an explanation for lower disability rates. A clear correlation exists between educational level, income level, and lower disability status, and trends toward higher levels of education and income among U.S. elderly have been documented. The manner by which education and income enhance functioning remains to be demonstrated but plausible explanations include the links between education and health-improving behaviors and between income and better healthcare. Alternate theories that may help to explain a broad IADL disability decline include healthier behavior, such as reduced smoking rates, which have been correlated with better functioning (Cutler 2001), decreased lifetime exposure to infectious disease, the doubling of the share of persons receiving cataract surgery, and increased use of aids/equipment such as walkers, handrails, and walk-in showers.

Although adoption of aids and equipment has been documented and is an intuitive explanation for reduced disability, in this study disability was measured as needing help or using special equipment, in which case the use of aids in place of human help should not register as a functional improvement and therefore cannot explain the trend in the data. This is given support by the fact that the prevalence of “human help only”
disability declined faster over this period than the disability rate reflected by the “either help or equipment” measure. For some tasks, such as bathing, the rate of disability measured by the use of special equipment rose in contrast to the rate measured by the utilization of human help. It is worth noting that certain technological advancements, such as automatic electronic bill payment, which are likely to have improved elderly functioning over this period, would not have been scored as use of special equipment. These types of environmental changes would more likely be associated with IADL activities than ADL activities which require more conspicuous mechanical aids.

In contrast to IADL disability, change in the probability of having ADL disability given a chronic illness was narrow. The only statistically significant change observed between 1982 and 1999 was a 20% decline in overweight-associated ADL disability prevalence. Unfortunately, the simultaneous 25% rise in the prevalence of overweight more than compensated for this improvement, with a net increase in ADL disability among the overweight elderly. In contrast, the decline IADL disability among the overweight over this time period was greater than the increase in IADL disability that resulted from the larger prevalence of overweight. Heart disease, arthritis, and COPD-associated ADL disability prevalence estimates declined during the 1990s, though only the heart disease change was statistically significant.

In contrast to the IADL measure, the narrowness and modesty of ADL disability declines suggest that different factors may be responsible. In some cases, earlier detection at less severe stages of illness may have contributed to measured declines in disability. A closer look at the particular illnesses associated with observed improvements in ADL disability allows us to suggest possible explanations. In both of
the studies mentioned in the introduction, evidence of functional improvements among
arthritics was presented, though in the case of ADL disability Crimmins et al. found
deterioration between 1984 and 1994. We calculated gains in functioning among elderly
arthritics during the 1990s with little to no change during the 1980s. The treatment of
arthritis has undergone changes over recent decades that may have contributed to the
observed improvements. For example, the number of joint replacement surgeries
approximately doubled from the 1980s to the 1990s (Cutler, 2001). The use of
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and disease modifying antirheumatic
drugs (DMARDs), medications commonly used for the treatment of arthritic symptoms,
has risen dramatically since the 1970s. The treatment of heart disease and its risk factors
has become much more aggressive over this time period as well. Improved functioning
among COPD sufferers may be attributable to reduced smoking rates, newer portable
supplemental oxygen tanks, the introduction of and growing enrollment in specialized
pulmonary rehabilitation centers, and an increased emphasis on better conditioning and
exercise in treatment strategies.

7.0 Conclusion

The decline in disability rates among U.S. elderly is a widely accepted finding.
The implications for this decline with respect to forecasting future patterns of Medicare
and Social Security expenditures remain unclear and depend upon which factors are
responsible for the improvement. Some have come to the conclusion that the solvency of
federal entitlement programs could be preserved if the observed rate of decline in
disability were to persist (Singer et al 1998). Evidence of successful disease prevention
would lend support to this optimistic view. However, it is quite possible that functional improvements may have been the result of technological innovation and increasingly aggressive treatment strategies, both of which could increase, rather than decrease, healthcare expenditures.

Our findings suggest that primary prevention, as reflected in decreased disease prevalence, was not responsible for advances made in elderly functioning between 1980 and 2000. We found a broad decline in less severe forms of disability that is unlikely to have resulted from improved disease management. Instead, these measured improvements in functioning may reflect environmental, technological, and/or socioeconomic changes. Improvements in the more severe forms of disability were modest and were restricted to those suffering from particular illnesses, which make improved and/or more aggressive management a plausible explanation and one that might increase costs should the trend persist. In sum, we find it premature to forecast cost savings based on the lack of disease prevention and the evidence that functional improvements among the most impaired have come at the cost of increasingly aggressive treatment strategies.
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Table 1: NLTCS Disability Prevalence Trends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nondisabled</td>
<td>74.1%</td>
<td>74.3%</td>
<td>74.6%</td>
<td>77.7%</td>
<td>79.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IADL only</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 or 2 ADLs</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 or 4 ADLs</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 or 6 ADLs</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutionalized</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Age standardized to 1999 Census

Table 2: Change in Disability Prevalence Among the Chronically Ill—1982-1999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arthritis</td>
<td>Any Disability</td>
<td>-5.8%</td>
<td>-3.6%</td>
<td>-2.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IADL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD</td>
<td>Any Disability</td>
<td>-17.2%</td>
<td>-8.8%</td>
<td>-8.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IADL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>Any Disability</td>
<td>-1.0%</td>
<td>-2.6%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IADL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Disease</td>
<td>Any Disability</td>
<td>-6.6%</td>
<td>-3.8%</td>
<td>-3.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IADL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>Any Disability</td>
<td>-2.7%</td>
<td>-3.2%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IADL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight</td>
<td>Any Disability</td>
<td>-4.3%</td>
<td>-2.1%</td>
<td>-2.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IADL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>Any Disability</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IADL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Age standardized to 1999 Census

Table 3: Disability Decomposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Change Attributable to Prevalence of Chronic Illness</th>
<th>Change Attributable to Disability Prevalence Among Chronically Ill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All Disability</td>
<td>ADL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthritis</td>
<td>-99.6</td>
<td>-73.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>43.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Disease</td>
<td>-71.0</td>
<td>-51.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>-93.4</td>
<td>-67.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight</td>
<td>146.8</td>
<td>109.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Age standardized to 1999 Census. Each entry is expressed in number of cases per 10,000 population.
Figure 1: Age Adjusted Disease Prevalence Trends
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Figure 2: Age-Adjusted Disability Trends Among the Chronically Ill (Any Disability)
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Figure 3: Age-Adjusted Disability Trends Among the Chronically Ill (IADL Disability)
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Figure 4: Age-Adjusted Disability Trends Among the Chronically Ill (ADL Disability)
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Appendix A: Decomposing Causes of Changes in Disability

The aim here is to determine the extent to which trends in disability can be explained by trends in chronic health. For each person $i$ (suppressed for clarity), let $D_i$ be a dummy indicating self-reported disability at time $t$ and let $C_i = \{C_{1i}, C_{2i}, \ldots, C_{Ki}\}$ be a vector of dummy variables, each of which indicates whether a particular chronic condition is present and observed (by the econometrician) at time $t$. For illustration, consider just the first chronic condition, $C_{1i}$. The prevalence of disability can be written as follows:

$$P[D_i] = P[D_i | C_{1i} = 1]P[C_{1i} = 1] + P[D_i | C_{1i} = 0]P[C_{1i} = 0]$$  \hspace{1cm} (A-1)

The proportion of the people with disabilities that is attributable to people with $C_{1i}$ is simply the first of two terms in the previous equation, while the second term is the proportion of the people with disabilities that is attributable to people without $C_{1i}$ (though these people may have other chronic conditions, or may report being disabled due to public policy, accidents, or other health trends). Using equation (A-1), we can decompose the change in disability prevalence between $t-1$ and $t$, $\Delta P[D_i]$, as follows:

$$\Delta P[D_i] = \Delta P[D_i | C_{1i} = 1]P[C_{1i} = 1] + \Delta P[D_i | C_{1i} = 0]P[C_{1i} = 0]$$  \hspace{1cm} (A-2)

Each term in (A-1) contributes two terms to (A-2): a term that reflects the change due to a change in the prevalence of the condition and a term that reflects the change due to a change in the probability of disability among those with the condition.

Now, let $E_i$ be the portion of disability prevalence that can be explained by the chronic conditions in $C_i$ when they are observed singly. Define $E_i$ as a generalization of the first term in (A-1):

$$E_i = \sum_{k=1}^{K} P[D_i | C_{ki} = 1]P[C_{ki} = 1]$$  \hspace{1cm} (A-3)

Let $\Delta E_i$ be the portion of the change in disability prevalence between $t-1$ and $t$ that can be explained by the chronic conditions in $C_i$:

$$\Delta E_i = \Delta P[D_i | C_{1i} = 1]P[C_{1i} = 1] + \Delta P[D_i | C_{2i} = 1]P[C_{2i} = 1] + \Delta P[D_i | C_{Ki} = 1]P[C_{Ki} = 1]$$  \hspace{1cm} (A-4)
To show how $E_t$ and $P[D_t]$ are related, consider the case where the presence of only two chronic conditions are observed (that is, $K=2$). In that case, the proportion of disability attributable to each of the conditions can be decomposed as follows:

\[
P[D_t | C_{1t} = 1] P[C_{1t} = 1] = P[D_t | C_{1t} = 1, C_{2t} = 1] P[C_{2t} = 1 | C_{1t} = 1] P[C_{1t} = 1] + P[D_t | C_{1t} = 1, C_{2t} = 0] P[C_{2t} = 0 | C_{1t} = 1] P[C_{1t} = 1]
\]

\[
P[D_t | C_{2t} = 1] P[C_{2t} = 1] = P[D_t | C_{1t} = 1, C_{2t} = 1] P[C_{1t} = 1 | C_{2t} = 1] P[C_{2t} = 1] + P[D_t | C_{1t} = 0, C_{2t} = 1] P[C_{1t} = 0 | C_{2t} = 1] P[C_{2t} = 1]
\]

Notice that the first terms of both decompositions in (A-5) are identical and represent the contribution of people who have both chronic conditions to the prevalence of disability. For this $K=2$ case, note that $E_t = P[D_t | C_{1t} = 1] P[C_{1t} = 1] + P[D_t | C_{2t} = 1] P[C_{2t} = 1]$.

Thus,

\[
E_t = P[D_t | C_{1t} = 1, C_{2t} = 0] P[C_{1t} = 1, C_{2t} = 0] + P[D_t | C_{1t} = 0, C_{2t} = 1] P[C_{1t} = 0, C_{2t} = 1] + 2P[D_t | C_{1t} = 1, C_{2t} = 1] P[C_{1t} = 1, C_{2t} = 1]
\]

On the other hand, the true probability of disability attributable to the two conditions, $P[D_t | C_{1t} + C_{2t} \geq 1]$, can be decomposed as follows:

\[
P[D_t | C_{1t} + C_{2t} \geq 1] = P[D_t | C_{1t} = 1, C_{2t} = 0] P[C_{1t} = 1, C_{2t} = 0] + P[D_t | C_{1t} = 0, C_{2t} = 1] P[C_{1t} = 0, C_{2t} = 1] + P[D_t | C_{1t} = 1, C_{2t} = 1] P[C_{1t} = 1, C_{2t} = 1]
\]

Comparing (A-6) and (A-7), it is evident that $E_t$ overestimates the portion of disability attributable to chronic conditions by the joint prevalence term, $P[D_t | C_{1t} = 1, C_{2t} = 1] P[C_{1t} = 1, C_{2t} = 1]$. That is, by taking each of the observed chronic conditions singly, $E_t$ produces an upper bound on how much disability prevalence can be explained by chronic health conditions. It is easy to generalize this argument to more than two conditions, though the proof requires the introduction of some cumbersome notation. The principle is the same though: $E_t$ overcounts relative to $P[D_t \sum_{k=1}^{K} C_{kt} \geq 1]$ because it includes too many joint prevalence terms. Thus, in equation (A-4), $\Delta E_t$ measures how an upper bound (to the contribution of observed trends in chronic conditions to disability) changes over time.

While it would be attractive to use equation (A-7) to evaluate exactly how the trends in chronic health explain trends in disability, for practical reasons it is not possible to do so. In particular, to implement our strategy using equation (A-7) would require large
amounts of data on people with every conceivable set of multiple conditions. In practice, this is impossible since there are many combinations of conditions that are rare in the population. Thus, our strategy is to focus on the most common chronic conditions in the elderly population, and to note our double counting as a limitation of our analysis.